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 Part 1
 The property is planned to host a total of twelve restaurants and a food court – serving over 
1,300 guests at one time.  Japanese, Italian, American, Chinese, and Irish themed restaurants bring new 
cuisine to the area and cater to a variety of ecletic palettes. A much aniticipated buffet, offers over 15,000 
square feet of space and can seat 400 at a time - making it the largest restaurant space within the resort. 
The 5,200 square foot food court stays open during non-traditional hours to appease the growling 
appetities of hungry night owls and pavement pounding early birds. A burger joint, bakery/ chocolate 
shop, noodle bar, and coffee cafe offer casual bites while a custom steakhouse, serving local grassfed beef 
becomes a landmark of pride for Sterling Forest. Finally, the casino nightclub offers in-space dining and 
Farm to Table provides notariety and an instant sense of belonging to locals as well as domestic travelers 
in town for holiday.

 Part 2
 The Grand Hotel encompasses over 4,200 square feet of retail space, offering uniquely branded 
hotel items and necessary sundries to those who might have packed in a hurry. 

 Part 3
 Lounges and bars total just over 11,000 square feet of space and provide numerous venues to 
catch the latest game on the big screen. Sterling Forest Resort hosts the signature bar of Resorts World, 
Bar 360 - a focal point for any sports fan or social butterfly as well as several high limit bars and service 
bars scattered throughout the property. A wine bar and Irish bar keep party enthusiasts entertained 
while a chain nightclub opens up a new location in New York - bringing energy from the city out to the 
Town of Tuxedo - a place to dress up, eat well, and dance the night away.

 Part 4
 The Sterling Forest Ski and Garden Areas offer space for recreation and relaxation. Patios, retail 
shops, a lodge, and warming hut offer amenities to enjoy not only during winter months, but all year 
round. The garden’s arenas, ampitheaters, and cafes enhance what New York horticulture is all about.
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Figure VIII.C.10.a-1 Food and Beverage Chart
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Figure VIII.C.10.a-2 Food and Beverage Chart


